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This paper is based upon work performed at Hollandse Signaalapparaten under the sponsorship of
the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT). Views expressed in
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Summary.  The application of RF monopulse sensing techniques for communications
satellite attitude determination was investigated. An engineering model of a two channel
6 GHZ spaceborne RF monopulse attitude sensor capable of measuring roll, pitch and yaw
was developed. RF attitude sensing provide attitude measurements compatible with the
requirements of future body and spin stabilized satellites employing narrow antenna beams
without recourse to mechanical motion. Sensor alignment errors are greatly reduced since
the sensing element is a physical part of the antenna array. Troublesome operational
difficulties of sun and moon interference are also eliminated. Yaw angle is determined
through measurement of roll and pitch angle to two separated beacons. Experimental
results including a preferred design, reflecting future stabilization and long life
requirements are presented.

Introduction.  Future generation communications satellites will probably employ highly
directive spotbeams and provide frequency reuse via polarization isolation. Because of
these expected developments, improved accuracy pitch and roll attitude measurement is
needed, as well as the determination of yaw attitude. In the past INTELSAT satellites have
relied on infrared sensors to sense spacecraft attitude in synchronous equatorial orbit.
Improved accuracy attitude determination via RF sensing is believed both feasible and
desirable.

An RF Attitude Sensor employing a single antenna is capable of providing only two axis
attitude information (roll and pitch). However, the presence of two sensing antennae on a
spacecraft, operating with two widely separated earth stations allows for the determination
of yaw attitude as well, even though it cannot be directly measured.



The primary purpose of this development effort was to obtain an engineering model of an
attitude sensing receiver whose design stressed reliability, compactness and low power
consumption. A processor, antenna, and RF test set were included in the development in
order to facilitate the analysis of roll, pitch and yaw measurement accuracy.

In the system, two ground-based beacon transmitters provide point sources of RF energy
as an attitude reference. (1,2,3) These signals are received at the satellite via two main
communications antennae and are processed by the amplitude monopulse receiver. The
high gain communications antenna contains a two mode feed horn and monopulse
comparator, which generate an amplitude sum and two amplitude difference RF outputs.
The two difference channels, azimuth and elevation, are processed in the receiver to
determine offset angles from boresight. The two sets of offset angles from the two antenna
inputs are output from the receiver sequentially in a digital format every 500 ms. These
data are then fed into the processor which computes the roll, pitch and yaw about the
spacecraft axis.

Design Considerations.  In order to achieve the desired accuracy, low power
consumption, low weight and volume, the receiver employs only one difference channel,
one sum channel and one phase sensitive detector, which handle the four monopulse error
signals on a time sharing basis. To obtain sufficient isolation between the antennae a
6 MHz frequency separation between beacons is used.

The required sensitivity is obtained by utilizing a single stage of down conversion. This
requires a crystal controlled, switchable dual frequency, local oscillator. A difference and a
sum intermediate frequency amplifier and an automatic gain control circuit provide
controlled gain. Low power DC biased mixers minimize the required L.O. power output.
The antenna outputs are sampled by RF pindiode switches designed for low diode current
drain and accurate loss and phase tracking characteristics.

Improved accuracy is obtained by employing RF amplifier gain difference compensation
and video drift correction. The designs of the L.O., the IF amplifiers, the phase sensitive
detector, the DC-DC converter, the video circuit, the analog-to-digital converter, and the
timing circuits all emphasized low power consumption.

The monopulse antenna was designed for best linearity and a front feed was chosen for
simplicity. The variation of the antenna pattern with cross-axis off-boresight angle is
corrected via a computerized algorithm that was expressly designed for this purpose.

Sensing Receiver.  The location of the ground stations that transmit the two RF beacons
dictates an 8E separation between the axes of the two receive antennae onboard the
spacecraft. Due to this relatively close proximity and the 4E beamwidth specification of the



antennae, there is a distinct possibility of sidelobe “spillover” of one antenna’s pattern into
the other, which would cause interference. To minimize the effect of this interference two
beacon frequencies 6 MHz apart were chosen.

The RF Attitude Sensing Receiver may be seen in Figures 1 and 2. operation of the
receiver will be described with reference to the Block Diagram of Figure 3.

Antenna outputs are selected by the SP4T and SP2T switches. Thus, E1B1E1, are the
output signals from the satellite antenna pointed at ground station 1. E1 is the antenna
elevation difference signal, B1 is the antenna bearing difference signal, E1 is the antenna
reference (sum) signal. This channel operates at 6.181 GHz, with a local oscillator (L.O.)
frequency of 6.211 GHz, providing a 30 MHz intermediate frequency (IF). E2B2E2 are the
output signals from the satellite antenna pointed at ground station 2. This channel operates
at 6.175 GHz, with an L.O. frequency of 6.205 GHZ, also providing a 30 MHz IF.

One complete measurement cycle takes 500 msec. First the channel 1 signals are
measured, with the E1 and B1 inputs being successively applied to the receiver, and then
the channel 2 signals are applied in a like manner. At the beginning of each half of the
measurement cycle the signal is detected and applied to the sum and difference channels to
continuously provide automatic gain control (ABC).

The IF signals from the sum and difference channels are fed to two 30 MHz center
frequency amplifiers. To obtain the required accuracy, close gain tracking between these
amplifiers is required, and this is accomplished by an automatic gain tracking correction
circuit. The amplifiers also contain sharp cutoff bandpass filters that provide for channel
separation on a frequency basis.

The amplifier outputs go to a phase sensitive detector that successively compares the
reference signal from one channel with the two difference signals from that channel (E and
B). Each of these comparisons produces an error voltage which is then fed to the video
circuits.

The video circuits demultiplex and filter each error voltage and then pass it to a sample
and hold circuit. From here the error voltage is digitized by the analog-to-digital converter.
Inaccuracies caused by drift in the video circuits are compensated for by a drift correction
circuit. The inputs from the two antennae are processed successively in an identical
manner. The system operating conditions may be seen in Table 1.

Monopulse Antenna.  The monopulse antenna utilized with the sensing receiver is shown
in Figure 4. The antenna was provided purely to test the system with an antenna of proper
gain and beamwidth, and it is thus not a space flight design. The antenna consists of a 



Flux Density at Satellite -83 dBW/m2 to -43 dBW/m2

Scintillation Amplitude 5 dB

Scintillation Rate 5 dB/Sec.

Frequency Modulation Deviation ±400 KHz

Modulation Frequency 5 KHz to 30 KHz

Beacon 1 Frequency 6.181 GHz

Beacon 2 Frequency 6.175 GHz

Output Data Rate 2 samples/sec. of each elevation and
bearing measurement

Output Data Coding Two’s complement binary

Output Data Word Format 12 bit parallel word
10 data bits
2 identifier bits

1 read pulse
Maximum output corresponding to 20 off
boresight

Roll and Pitch Accuracy 0.06E

Yaw Accuracy 0.4E

Error Transfer Function Stability 0.06E maximum

Null Dead Zone ±0.01E maximum

Noise 0.001E (3 sigma)

Antenna Size 1 M diameter

Antenna Gain 30 dB

Antenna 3 dB Beamwidth 4E

Receiver Weight 2.3 kg. maximum

Receiver Dimensions 253 x 177 x 50 mm.

Operating Temperature Range -10EC to 50EC

Primary Power Input 28 VDC ±5% @ 180 ma. (5 watts max.)
Table 1. Sensing System Performance Specifications



polyester-glass reflector with a 550 mm focal distance, a two mode feed horn and a
monopulse comparator. The design parameters are given in Table 1. A 10 dB coupler is
included in the channel to provide isolation for the receiver from the communications path.

Test Set.  The test set is made up of two major parts -- an RF section and a processor
section. The purpose of the RF test set is to supply RF signals to the receiver that simulate
the outputs of the two satellite monopulse antennae. Refer to Figure 5 for a view of the RF
test set, and to Figure 6 for a block diagram of one of the two identical halves.

The output of a crystal controlled oscillator is fed via a variable attenuator to a four way
power divider. The outputs of the power divider are fed to a monopulse comparator via
phase shifters. By varying settings of the phase shifters, the comparator outputs are
capable of simulating the sum and difference channel antenna outputs.

The RF source is frequency modulated to simulate an actual communications channel;
there is also a circuit to amplitude modulate it to simulate scintillations in the transmission
path. A variable attenuator is provided to adjust the RF power level.

The processor section is built around a paper tape based Philips P855 computer with 8 K
of memory. Operator interaction with the processor is via an ASR-33 teletype. The task of
the processor is to convert the digitized azimuth and elevation error voltage outputs of the
receiver into satellite roll, pitch and yaw. To perform this conversion the processor must be
fed the receiver outputs, the satellite position (altitude and longitude), the ground station
positions (altitude, longitude and latitude), the RF test set scale factor, and the antenna
correction constants.

The major steps in the computation are as follows:

a. the RF Test Set output data are scaled,
b. the antenna output data are corrected to represent the true antenna angular offsets,

and
c. using the antenna angular offset data and the satellite and ground station position data

the satellite roll, pitch and yaw offsets are calculated.

Due to the fact that the patterns for each antenna are different in each of the four quadrants
(two in azimuth and two in elevation), antenna corrections have to be made for eight
quadrants with eight different sets of correction constants. The present system corrects
using only one set of constants which suffices to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept.
These corrections also compensate for cross-axis error variations in the antenna outputs
such that there is practically no error contribution from the antenna.
The test set also contains a display unit capable of displaying:



a. raw receiver outputs,
b. corrected receiver outputs, and
c. computed roll, pitch and yaw outputs.

Display selection is made by the operator via the teletype.

Results.  Roll, pitch and yaw calculation accuracy is dependent on the accuracies and
tolerances of the antennae, the receiver, the static data, and the iterative computation. The
limiting factor in the delivered system is the receiver. This is because the antenna
tolerances are corrected in the computer, as previously described, and the static data and
iterations may be made as accurate as required. The accuracy of the receiver is basically
limited by the phase tracking ability of the sum and difference channels.

In general it can be said that the accuracies of the roll and pitch calculations are of the
same order as the accuracy of the receiver azimuth and elevation outputs, while the
accuracy of the yaw calculation is approximately five times the accuracy of the receiver
azimuth and elevation outputs. Table 2 gives the available System Test results.

Theoretical Accuracy

Roll and Pitch
Yaw

±0.01E+±0.015 X
±0.05E  ±0.18 X

where X is degrees off boresight and -2E<X<+2E

Measured Accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation

Roll Pitch Yaw
0.01E 0.02E 0.17
0.01E 0.02E 0.15E

Error Transfer Function Stability 0.063E maximum

Null Dead Zone ±0.0067

Noise <0.0014 rms

Transfer Transient Time Constant 3 seconds

Receiver Power Consumption 4.3 watts

Receiver Weight 2.245 kg.

Table 2. System Test Results

Conclusions.  The test results have demonstrated that the RF Attitude Sensing System can
achieve accuracies on the same order of magnitude or better than current infrared sensing



systems. This means that the overall pointing error budget for the satellite is improved
because the RF Sensor measures, points and receives communication with the same
antennae and there are thus no alignment or transfer errors. All this is achieved with
minimum weight and power impact on the overall satellite system.

Several areas of possible improvement in the receiver and test set were noted during the
test phase, which, if incorporated in the next development cycle, would improve overall
performance.
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Figure 3.  RF Attitude Sensing Receiver Block Diagram
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Figure 6.  RF Test Set Diagram
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